A CLEANER EXPERIENCE
OWN PRODUCTION GUARANTEES EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS AND QUICK DELIVERIES.

With the very best raw materials we on Filtex make the filter solution you need, from standard sizes to small runs of unique customer solutions. All equally well made and solidly assembled.

We are a flexible company that works with environmentally friendly, quality products. We are known for our high standards and prompt delivery. Thanks to our own production and our inventory of standard models, you are never far from your filter solution.

Our air filters are user friendly and always ready to fit when you get them. At Filtex you will always find the right filter solution for your business.

In over 35 years FILTEX ensured that air and liquids have been clean, and today we are a modern integrated supplier for each filtration demands.

The firm started in Kinna, Sweden in 1980 by Magnus Paulsen.

In our production, we produce about 200,000 each year.
Ecopac air filters made of synthetic composite, available in filter classes G4-F9. The medium consists of synthetic micro-fibers and are not electrostatically charged and contains no chemical binders.

Ecopac air filter has very low initial pressure drop, high airflow and full utilization of the filter surface. It gives a long life and high dust holding capacity.

We can offer vent filter with Energy Class A in all filter classes and they are tested according to the European standard EN779:2012.

The filter material consists of pleated synthetic material. It can be supplied in either paper, plastic or metal frame. The filter is stiff and stable, and can withstand intense pressure with maintained properties. They are made in all sizes. Also available in fiber plastics to withstand 100% humidity, with maintained functionality. Ideal for offshore, port applications.

Glass Panel Glass fiber medium is adhesive treated, it can handle high dust concentrations with good properties. Also possible in all sizes.

Minipleat Tight pleated panel filters are used where one desires higher filtration. Pleated media in synthetic or micro glass. Available in filter classes M5 F9.

We have most of the filtering. Carbon filters, HEPA filters, Filter Housings, leak detection powder, filter cartridges, mounting frames, cleaning equipment, filter press cloths. Contact us and we will solve it!